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Voice Messages Left on Barry Dyer's Message Manager (709)777-6514 in August. 2005.
by Dr. Bev Carter

Message I

"Hi this is Bev. I understand that instead of identifying and finding the cases and blocks
on the greater than 200 womcn who are identified as negative. you and Tcrry are running
around and trying to prove that things that I said were wrong. In the original 58eases that
were rctested. there may have been some weak positives. in that ease there are several
people that are around 1% or whatever. but there were other issues with them and I think
the thing that came out of that was that our Ventanna system certainly was quite different
than what we were having on our original Dako. Concerns about the Ventanna system
arose, the II cases that we sent up to Mt. Sinai which showed cases that were negative by
the original Pathologist were positive on Ventanna and then were ncgative up in Mt.
Sinai and this is Illost especially true for the Progesterone and less true for the Estrogen.
both of which in that meeting were decided were important. And as for the cases that
were identified between June 29th and November Ist. that was not a statement of facL that
was a statement Ihat was made during the meeting to explain to people that it is not only a
technical issue, but also a fault of Pathologists and a fault of Oncologists that in a certain
period of lime. which I couldn'l remember. virtually every case that went out had a
negative result and nobody noticed it. I think you and Terry are wasting a lot of our
patients' time. The patients were negative need to be identified and they need to be
retested as quickly as possible. Jfyou do find what you feel are errors in the work that
r ve done so far. I would appreciate knowing about them. Thank you.

Message 2

"And the other thing is, I'm sure that Don told you that I withdrew from the project after
tJlat meeting on Monday due to what I felt was incorrect handling of the validation and
just lack of cooperation between Pathologists and administrative technical staff here. so I
won't be involved anymore. You guys are the oncs that are going 10 be identifying the
true negatives so you don't really need to discredit me. You should pUI your effort into
that. Bye
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